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City & County of Denver’s 
Official Land Acknowledgement Statement 

Introduced by City Councilwoman, District 3, Jamie Torres and ratified on October 12, 2020, the land 
acknowledgement states: 

“The Denver City Council honors and acknowledges that the land on which we reside is the traditional territory of the 
Ute, Cheyenne, and Arapaho Peoples. 

We also recognize the 48 contemporary tribal nations that are historically tied to the lands that make up the state of 
Colorado. We honor Elders past, present, and future, and those who have stewarded this land throughout 
generations. 

We also recognize that government, academic and cultural institutions were founded upon and continue to enact 
exclusions and erasures of Indigenous Peoples.

May this acknowledgement demonstrate a commitment to working to dismantle ongoing legacies of oppression 
and inequities and recognize the current and future contributions of Indigenous communities in Denver.”



Where is the 100 South Bryant Street pocket park located?

In the Valverde neighborhood at 
Bryant and Ellsworth

What the park looks like today (Photo: Denver in 1859 near the Platte River)
On formerly Indigenous land



Valverde History
● Cultural Vitality & Diversity: Although highway development and industrial expansion took a toll on the neighborhoods’ health and 

wealth, Valverde’s Latinx population expanded from 11% in 1960 to 62% in 1990, part of a larger trend in Valverde, and  Denver.

● Chicano Civil Rights Movement: By the late 60s and 70s, Denver became central to the growing Chicano/Chicana Rights 

Movement during this time to disrupt oppressive racist policies and to create infrastructure supporting equality, health and 

wellbeing.

● 1978 Vietnamese Cultural Vitality: In 1978, Henry Tuoc V. Pham, a noted Vietnamese educator and author, joined Denver Public 

Schools in 1978 as a tutor at Rishel. Not only did he support students in learning English, he also supported his students and their 

communities by organizing the Hmong & Vietnamese New Year celebrations.

● 1991 Valverde Neighborhood Plan: Neighborhood residents worked with city planners to develop the 1991 Valverde Neighborhood 

Plan, establishing a general vision and key land use, promise to name the park and policy recommendations. The plan emphasized 

improving connections to the Platte River through greenways supporting hike and bike routes. 

● 2016 Valverde Neighborhood Association reestablished as 501(c)3: We’re an organization for and by neighbors who are leading 

passion projects, which includes the naming of the park at 100 South Bryant Street. 

● 2019 - in progress - West Area Neighborhood Plan: The plan for neighborhoods of West Colfax, Villa Park, Sun Valley, Barnum,  

and Valverde provides a vision and policy guidance for the next 20 years. The naming of 100 South Bryant Street Park is a 

transformational project.



Context: Background/situational analysis

The park hasn’t been named in 31 years

Only 2% significant spaces and parks have a 
cultural name in Denver right now

Naming the park creates belonging and pride 
in the community and encourages others 
to tell their stories

Naming the park is a spoke on the wheel and 
sets a precedent in an ecosystem of projects 
bringing needed updates to the Valverde 
neighborhood



Community Building Spurred the 
Renaming Effort for the Pocket Park





Pop Up Events
- Summer Cleanup
- Mobility Event
- Park Naming 

Outreach



Some results from the Park Naming Survey 
Several neighbors have responded to the survey flyer. Here’s a table of 
responses regarding what neighbors would like to see in the park:



Petition signatures & letters of support
Collected more than 

365 Signatures 

42 letters of support!

From: neighbors, 
community members and 

family
Letters potentially not in your packet:

- Jacob Smith
-Lorenzo Gonzales

- Rebecca Feder
- Jeanne Granville

- Cheryl Medina
- Rhonda Ulibarri

 



             Elaine Ulibarri:

● Elaine Lucille Ulibarri was born January 15, 1932 in Cokedale, CO, a small mining town at the 
edge of the state

● Youngest daughter of Solomon Sanchez and Beatrice Garcia

● Moved to Denver at the age of 8 after losing her mother

● She worked with the nuns at St. Rose of Lima Parish, earning money to contribute to the 
family (located in Athmar Park neighborhood) 

● Spanish was her first language, advocated for families during the English only era

● She finished college at Community College of Denver and Metropolitan State University, 
where she studied social work

● She advocated through Southwest Actions Center, worked for the West Side Health Center, 
meeting Dr. Kluger

● She co-founded Servicios de la Raza

● She led campaigns, a grassroots efforts to get out the vote for Latino Leaders

● At 16, she met and fell in love with Alfred Ulibarri (Fred)

Family legacy: Elaine and Fred Ulibarri



             Fred Ulibarri:
● Alfred Ulibarri was born on January 21, 1930, in Denver, CO

● He was the third oldest of eight children to Edith and Benny Ulibarri, who 
arrived in Denver, CO in the 1930's

● After Fred graduated from West High School, he decided to serve his country 
in the military 

● He served in World War-ll, army division, PFC US ARMY, he was a paratrooper 
and training others on the new ops to get behind enemy lines boots on the 
ground asap.

● He became a painter, and jazz enthusiast

● He also started working with his dad, Benny, fixing bikes for the kids in the 
Valverde neighborhood who had none

● In partnership with Elaine, Fred was key part of the Chicano Movement until 
he passed away in 1984 

   Family legacy: Elaine and Fred Ulibarri



Family & service to the community
● On March 22, 1950, Fred married Elaine. It was love at first sight

● In Denver, the Ulibarris were able to purchase their first home 
with one dollar down, a miracle, something to do with the war 
efforts to help veterans in Southwest Denver. They loved the 
Valverde neighborhood

● Together they were:
○ Active and faithful servants of God
○ Civil servants with a deep-seated desire to serve
○ Civil rights activists during the Chicano Movement
○ Hosted community gatherings in the park, providing 

burritos and food to people to bring people together to 
organize



Ongoing Family Commitment to Community
• Like my mom who gave relentlessly, VNA is finding 

new ways to build equity in Valverde

• Actively advocating & contributing to the West Denver 
Area Plan to bring equity

• Working with local law enforcement authorities to 
bring safety to the neighborhood

• Working with Denver Streets Partnership to bring 
slow down signs to neighbors, as this was a chief 
complaint by the community during our outreach

• Bringing awareness to save the Valverde School 
House built in 1921

• Now working with Climate Action Sustainability 
Resiliency Campaigning for Mayor 

Federico Pena

Mom at an event at 
Servicios de la 

Raza



Questions?

“Love goes many places understanding cannot.” -john a. powell


